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The PSW3-2000G Heated Encore sink is 
easily transportable warm water sink with a 
built-in handle and rubber treaded wheels.  
Designed for use where convenient hand 
washing is desired or required, such 
as offices, classrooms, construction sites, 
festivals, food service locations, etc., to be 
used indoors or out.  The compact design 
allows it to be used most anywhere.  Ideal 
where space is limited.  Shipped fully 
assembled.  

General Overview

All materials, including resin, pigments 
and additives used to make the plastic 
components as well as the plumbing 
components that come in contact with 
the fresh water are U.S. FDA food grade 
compliant.  

Specifications
Height 62 in 157.5 cm

Width 18 in 45.5 cm

Depth 20 in 50.8 cm

Fresh Water Capacity 15.5 gal 58.7 L

Gray Water Capacity 19 gal 72 L

Pump Capacity (per stroke) 2 fl oz 59.14 ml 

Soap Dispenser  Capacity 30 fl oz 887 ml

Number of Single Dispenses 992 992

Paper Towel Capacity    1 Roll or 500 Single Fold  
 (2 packs - Georgia Pacific 23504) 

Weight Empty 47 lb 21.3 kg

Weight Full 177 lb  80 kg

Power Requirement 110 V 15 Amp

Nominal Water Temp 110o



Fresh Water Drain

Emptying Fresh Water
Drain the fresh water by unscrewing the 
plug located at the bottom of the sink by 
1/4 turn.  Tighten the plug when finished.   
Emptying Gray Water
Wheel the sink to a proper and approved 
drain location.  Pull the hose out from the rib on 
the back of the holding tank, remove the hose cap and 
empty the gray water.  Replace the cap when finished.

Filling with Fresh Water 
Unscrew the fill plug located at the top, left hand side of 
the wash basin by pushing down and turning counter 
clockwise 1/4 turn.  Insert a standard 3/4” garden or 
similar type hose and fill with a few gallons of fresh 
water to perform a system check.  Depress the pump 
a few times to “prime” it (the pump has a built-in check 
valve that will hold a prime between uses).  If needed, 
continue filling to the top (which is the 15.5 gallon water 
level capacity).  Tighten the plug when finished.  

Operation Directions

Paper Towel Dispenser
These dispensers are designed to accept towels that are no wider than 9-1/2” wide, 
whether using single, multi-fold, or a roll towel.  The recommended towels are the 
Georgia Pacific #23504 - single fold towel or the Baywest Ecosoft #46200 - roll towel.  

Opening the Paper Towel Dispenser
Position your hands on both sides of the 
dispenser cover  (as shown).  While pulling 
out on both sides lift up the cover and pull 
down towards yourself .
Filling the Dispenser
Filling with Fold Towels:  Place the package 

of towels on the towel tray with the fold of the 

Fresh Water
Fill Plug

towel acing downward.  Pull the first towel through the 
middle opening of the paper towel tray.  Close the cover.

Filling with a Roll of Towels:  Place the roll of towels on the spindle with the roll of 
towels coming off towards you with the arrow end of the spindle facing towards the 
right.  Place the spindle into the right side o the dispenser first.  Place the left side 
of the spindle into the groove on the left side of the dispenser and push down in 
place.  Feed the roll of towels over the front of the paper towel tray.  Close the cover. 
Water Heater Information 
This unit is equipped with a heating element to heat the fresh water.  It is con-
trolled by a built in thermostat to maintain a nominal water temperature of 110o .  
The unit is equipped with a float switch to turn o power to the heating element 
if the water level should drop too low.  
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Parts Drawing - Exploded View

Soap Dispenser
To fill the soap dispenser, open it by turning the lid counter 
clockwise and lift up.  Fill with 30 fluid ounces (or desired 
amount) of liquid soap, place the lid back on, and turn clock-
wise to lock the lid in place.  To remove the dispenser for 
cleaning, remove the lid, and locate the tab on the middle of 
the mounting plate at the rear of the dispenser.  Push in on 
it, and slide the dispenser up, and off.  The lid can be secured 
back on the dispenser for storage.  

PC-000415
1/4” Uniseal

PC-100420P
Fill Plug

PC-000205M
Lock *optional*

PC-100420B
Fill Plug Body

PC-100420T
Fill Plug Tether

PC-000581P
Sink Tap

PC-000339
Elbow

PC-000107
Rivet

CH38-046
3/8” x 46” Tube

PC-000351
Plastic Clamp

CH075-037
3/4” x 37” Drain Hose

PS2-0002
Sink Bowl

PC-000418
1” Uniseal

PC-100421B
Drain Plug Body

PC-100421P
Drain Plug

PC-000241
O-ring

PC-000106
Washer

PC-000600
Baby Foot Pump

CT38-0065
3/8” x 6.5” Tube

PC-000107
Rivet

PS2-0001
Sink Body

PC-000416
1/2” Uniseal

PC-000106
Washer

HE01-0003
Thermostat

PC-000632
Relay

PC-000633
Float Switch

HE01-0002
Heater Element

PM-070001
Rope Gasket

PC-100331
Cord Grip

PC-000660
GFCI Cord/Plug

PS2-0003
Heater Cover

PC-000147
Screw

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-100420b

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000205m

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-100420p

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-100420t

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000416

http://www.polyjohn.com/ps2-0002

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000418

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-100421b

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000241

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-100421p

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000106

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000600

http://www.polyjohn.com/ct38-0065

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000107

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000415

http://www.polyjohn.com/ps2-0001

http://www.polyjohn.com/ch075-037

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000351

http://www.polyjohn.com/ch38-046

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000107

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000339

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000581p

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000106

http://www.polyjohn.com/he01-0003

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000632

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000633

http://www.polyjohn.com/ps2-0003

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000147

http://www.polyjohn.com/he01-0002 http://www.polyjohn.com/pm-070001

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-100331

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000660

Water Heater Information Cont. 
The unit may take up to one hour to heat the water, depending upon the tempera-
ture of the water that it is filled with.  The system is electrically protected with a 
GFCI plug.  If for some reason, the GFCI were to trip, simply push the reset button 
on the plug.  If the unit trips the GFCI protection again, remove from service, and 
have a qualified electrician inspect the sink.



Cleaning and Maintenance
Use a mild soap to clean all surfaces and component parts.

Minor scratches and abrasions can be lightly sanded or scrubbed with a 
mild abrasive cleaner (such as “Soft Scrub”) that contains calcium 
carbonate,  hypochlorate bleach and detergents.  Be sure to follow the 
cleaning product directions since these ingredients may cause hazardous 
gases when mixed with other chemicals.  Rinse the cleaned area and buff with a 
conventional wax. 

Some light scratches may also be hidden by using an industrial hot air gun.

To keep the water fresh add a “Fresh Sink Tablet” (chlorinated tablet)(our 
part number CK01-0030) each time the sink is filled with water.  
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TD04-1000  Paper Towel Dispenser
(4) PC-000105 - 3/16” Rivet

PSD1-1000
Soap Dispenser

(3) PC-000105 - 3/16” Rivet

PS2-2000
Single Sink

(2) PC-000175 - Screw
(2) PC-000140 - Nut

(4) PC-000123 - Washer

PSW1-0001
Wash Stand w/Wheels Tank

PC-000417
3/4” Uniseal

PC-100316
1” x 1” Barbed Elbow

PC-100451 - 4” Hatch & Cap
(1) PC-100146 - 12“ Tether
(4) PC-000102 - 3/16” Rivet
(3) PC-000106 - 3/16“ Washer
(1) PC-000110 - 1/8” Rivet
(1) PC-000111 - 1/8’” Washer

PC-000377
3/4” Garden Hose Cap

PC-000313
Rubber Hose Washer

(2) PC-000354
Hose Clamp

PC-000376
1” x 3/4” MGHT Fitting

CH100-0435
1” I.D. x 43.5” Hose

PSW1-0021
Axle

PC-000213
Wheel

CH075-012
3/4” Drain Hose

PSW3-2000G
Parts Listing

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-100451

http://www.polyjohn.com/td04-1000
http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000105

http://www.polyjohn.com/psd1-1000

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000105

http://www.polyjohn.com/ps2-2000

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000175
http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000140

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000123

http://www.polyjohn.com/psw1-0001

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000417
http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000213

http://www.polyjohn.com/PSW1-0021

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-100316

http://www.polyjohn.com/CH100-0435

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000354

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000376

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000313

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000377

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000111
http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000110
http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000106
http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-000102

http://www.polyjohn.com/pc-100146

Winterizing
• Drain all water from the tanks.
• Flush tank with a solution of chlorine and water.
• Depress the foot pump to run the clorine solution through the lines.
• Drain all water from the tanks and while the drains are open, continue to pump
the foot pumps to clear all of the liquids from the lines.




